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RIGHT WING GENERALS BY THE RIGHT, MARCH!
- ARE FORMING PRIVATE ARMY CAREER? ARRESTS DISCIPLINE, OBEDIENCE
- TO DEFEND CAPITALISM AGAINST OUR BROTHERS AND SISTERS
- PRESENT ARMS!

SOLDIERS, COUNCILS, COUNCILS? FIRE!
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**COMMENTS**

**ARE YOU PREPARED TO DIE FOR THEM?**

One of the huge political demands that the Army Officers are being issued under the name of Major J.R. Drew and represnt the ultimate in hypocrisy asks you how you would feel if it came to it about an "old enemy". How would you feel if you were handed a voting paper with just one name on it? (There are two as a rule) What would you say if you were driven into a truck and sent to a labour camp in some remote part of Europe? (Or Northern Ireland)

Would you stay silent if one of our poets was sent to an asylum for being crazy enough to know the system? (Not only has this happened several times, as an Army officer you would be powerless to comment).

And, last question, would you risk your life to stop it happening?

As an Army officer you would have no opportunity to do anything about it. It is true that you might, if the enemy happened to be a country in which those things also happened, and perhaps to a worse degree, be able to risk your life in fighting that enemy. But you would have no chance in seeing those abuses were stopped.

You could fight against Hitler Germany because it was at war with us, and if (you choose that you did so because people were tortured in its prisons. There is no way an Army officer can stop people being tortured in modern German prisons. On the contrary, you have given up your evenings to read about the SS and their methods.

During the Second World War an artful propaganda trick suggested that one fought the enemy because of his ideas. The truth is that the soldier was fascist, Churchill must have been an anti-fascist! (Not however that because of his role in the First World War the idea that Fascism was the enemy was picked up by the latest gimmick Army advertisers. All the questions are based on the assumption we would be at war with Russia! But supposing we were at war with Russia against China? Or against America? Or against France, our "oldest enemy"? We are at war with - certainly in - a section of the United Kingdom. Can the Army officer say he only joined up to prevent the Russians being dictatoral? And what success have they had so far?

**ONWARD CONSCRIPT SOLDIERS**

**ANARCHO-QUIZ**

1. Which anarchist heavyweight boxer (Navy champion) became editor of several Anarchist papers in the 1920s and 1930s and a well-known "Red Clyde" Anarchist speaker?

2. Why did he once (ironically) support fascist leader Sir Oswald Mosley should get the Nobel Peace Prize?

3. Which popular English novelist and playwright disillusioned with the Labour Party he helped to power in 1945 conceived the idea that he might be the answer for "ordinary sensible people" (apparently believing it had heretofore only been preached by lunatics) and launched his idea of "the gentle anarchists"?

4. Which former President of the National Union of Mineworkers, miners MP, Miners' International Secretar and president of the TUC, casting from a Northumberland mining family all of whose ancestors were miners until he and his brother broke the tradition? The TUC, casting from a Northumberland mining family all of whose ancestors were miners until he and his brother broke the tradition?

5. Some people think that the Government has introduced the "Depression to Northern Ireland" provisions in the IRA anti-Terrorism Bill in order to produce a situation where, for instance, the Government could clamp down on a major strike says Glanville previously a "disgusted" by another British city though no question of terrorism (perhaps fear of revolution) existed. Would they be right tonight?

**POSTERS: Beautiful laminated posters "PYRAMID" (The great are only great - by) Cosmatini. £1 post free - in aid of our various funds - from Bill Porter, Cref fuega Press, 83A Haverstock Hill, London NW3.

**ANTI-BALANCE SHEET**

A "small gathering was held in the evening of December 7th at the home of a comrade in San Francisco. For the general contribution, we decided to send £850 to Black Flag. L.M.

New Address for the Centre International De Recherches Sur L'Anarchisme,-
C.I.R.A.
Case postale 51.
CH - 1211 Geneva 13.

The library, formerly open at Lausanne is now open in Geneva.

**LIKE IT?**

In an absolutely staking station, satirical in North London — a never closed, the scene running from the stalls — some bold spirit has stood in the middle of the overflowing press, to write in large letters on the wall NATIONAL FRONT.

The word Anarchism is written in sarcastic hand and delicately written "Head Office?"

Comrade Octavio Alberola was released on bail February 13th. No date has yet been set for the trial.

For reasons of space we have been unable to include the final part of Pedriyni Belgado's article Art & Science in a Libertarian Society in this issue. It will appear in next month's issue.

**FUND RAISING CONCERT**

A successful benefit concert was organised by Ron McKay and Paul Gordon of the Glasgow News, in Glas-gow on February 23rd in support of Spanish Political Prisoners. Among those who contributed their talents were Matt McGinn, singers from the 7:84 Theatre Company, the Fellow Travellers and a Chilen Folk Group. Almost 200 people attended and £255 was handed over to the Anarchist Black Cross Defence Fund. Our thanks to Ron, Paul, Matt and all the others who helped make it a successful evening.

Pedriyni Belgado, the Carlist anarchist who has been in prison since the time of the Resistance, has been released into the outside world, rather he was freed in Franco Emilia where he will have to serve another three years.

(Apr 22) New Struggles in Society; Class Struggle in Eastern Europe; delicately written "Head Office?"

If we weren't in enough trouble with some of our Irish streetsof London calling for the release from gaol of the beat war with Russia. But supposing we went to war with Russia again against China? Or against America? Or against France, our "oldest enemy"? We are at war with certainly in - a section of the United Kingdom. Can the Army officer say he only joined up to prevent the Russians being dictatoral? And what success have they had so far?

Any revolution will ultimately be successful only if the armistice protecting the state machine are won over, or at least neutralised to the extent of refusing to fire on their brother workers. When the 6,000 workers calling for the release of two imprisoned pickets start calling for the destruction of capitalism, and their hopes of a general strike become reality, the question of whether or not the soldiers sent against them still retain the ability to think for themselves will be crucial. French soldiers are demonstrating that they still retain that ability. Let the soldiers in Britain and Ireland learn from their example.

Amazing how the right wing Labour M.P. always retain a soft spot for the Communist Party in Spain. (Not to mention when you realise how they hate the idea of a revolutionary trade union movement) wrote Maurice Edelman MP in the Evening News.

"La Paix, la democracie, l'ouverture a l'opposition, a la presse libre..." how sad! he asks. The one thing they hate the most are the barracks and barricades, they claim.

For the past thirty years "La Peninsular" - as she is now known - has been broadcasting from Moscow.
The first public meeting of the Workers Socialist League was held on January 34th. Soon after its monthly Socialist Press was launched. Thus yet another Trotskyist party, claiming to be the party of the workers, was born and left bookshop browsers will be puzzled to find the Workers Socialist League, slant, and only differing that they all misrepresent each leave out the fact that . . . forget to notice . . . party, claiming to be the party of the workers' 151°_1'I'1

Socialist Press was launched. Thus yet another Trotskyist "have deliberately ignored" "never take into account what Marx/Lenin/Trotsky said in . . . '') 

Revolutionary Party is the most serious of the Trotsky groups wanted to adopt different forms of Trotskyism. On one account, the WSL co-leader Lister. said "Trotskyists are likely to overlook it among all the other quacks and charlatans. Many Trotskyists admit policies initiated by figures who are not in any way associated with Trotsky himself. The International Socialists were (originally at least) far more influenced by Rosa Luxembourg. Large sections of French Trotskyists accept Karl Liebknecht — even greater numbers are not at all just as a large number of Marxists are not Marxists at all — they are not even Marxists, they are Blanquiasts, but Blanqui has been totally forgotten though his ideas rule the New Left."

There are surely one or two figures in Lenin's entourage where a new party might "abolishing bolchevism" could build up into a new cult figure other than Leon DH11120 — Alexandra Kollontai, for instance — and — Antonio Gramsci, for instance — and most others were well known in the Trotsky circle. He was considerably in advance theoretically of Trotsky who outwitted the workers' and peasants' army of the Ukraine or smashing the navy in mutiny at Kronstadt — he there- is "Tony . . . the hate-obsessed anarchist" who "seems to rape her. He switched off the TV monitor, left his to rape his own ice pick. Later Joanne gave herself up fearing to see himself as a modern Mosley." Needlessto say Because he is nothing of the sort, only a conceited hater, the . . . . . . .

As a prize we could soon give Mr. Crispin some tendeioi so that they (nobody else) are now "riding high" on the . . . . Freedom appears with a red logo — neatly typeset and expensive composing equipment" (see our regular Freedomappears with a red logo -- neatly typeset and . . . a paper— orignally . . . . . .

advertisements for its hero of the book is "Tony . . . the hate-obsessed anarchist" who "seems to rape her. He switched off the TV monitor, left his to rape his own ice pick. Later Joanne gave herself up fearing to see himself as a modern Mosley." Needlessto say Because he is nothing of the sort, only a conceited hater, the . . . . . . .

Freedom appears with a red logo — neatly typeset and expensive composing equipment" (see our regular Freedomappears with a red logo-- neatly typeset and . . . a paper— orignally . . . . . .
Right wing anarchism?

An American writer reads: You never seem to mention the right wing anarchists. I added precisely the word "anarchist" and gone out on such a limb instead of clinging to the "anarchism" word.

We expose the weakness of theory among the so-called "left wing anar- chists"—though that of the "right wing anarchists" is more laisser-faire than that of the even more restrictive forces' but one must idealise non-violence when it comes to breaking with the existing order—so that even a fascist could be an "anarchist" and anarchists are therefore blamed for the deeds of their bitter enemies.

ARE WE "FOR VIOLENCE"?

On one occasion trade union leader Ernest Bevin was puzzled at the differences between representatives of the labour movement from Belgium and France. (So deep was his ignorance of anar- chism, so out of touch with the theory and practice of anarcho-syndicalism that he was admitted abroad that he was finally made Foreign Secretary.)

"What do you do when you hear pacifists disillusioned with political action, or liberals try- ing to strike out an individual path, yet rejecting class struggle referring to themselves as 'non-violent anarchists'?" What the bloody 'all we need be — bledis - bleedin' 'sh*t' answered Ernest.

So much thought occurs to us when we hear pacifists disillusioned with political action, or liberals trying to strike out an individual path, yet rejecting class struggle referring to themselves as "non-violent anarchists". What the bloody "all we need be — bledis - bleedin' 'sh*t'?

The subject is irrelevant to anar- chism but the impertinence of the pacifist ethic upon it always im- plies an abandonment of class struggle and the acceptance of middle-class values. Not because middle-class values are "non-violent" — they are not — but because qualifying, hypenthering and diluting anarchism, a non-demanding excuse of a philosophy can be manufactured for the disenchanted liberal.

The Agitators: Who they are. How they work. What they want.

The last months of 1974 saw yet another reprint of the Economic League's notorious pamphlet 'The Agitators', hastily reprinted with a new cover, in which they fearlessly seek to expose industrial 'subversives'. Boddy reveals that "organised attempts" are being made to subvert the authority of the trade union movement, and endanger the national economy, by groups such as the International Socialists, Solidarity and the Communist Party (both varieties). Yet officials reject the "theatrical performances of the agitators, and what the "organised attempts" are they engaged in"? What of Sir David Barran, director of that highly successful enterprise British Leyland Motor Corp., indoctrinated at Elton, and Trinity College Cambridge, who has become President of the Economic League, and seeks to use the "economy as a stepping stone, to an exterminators' paradise"?

What about Viscount Runciman and Rochdale? Both are in league with Barrans to close the Economic League. Sir David Barran, however, who has been the most successful infiltrator, at times masquerad- ing as a supporter of "free" enterprise, at the same time as receiving a rake-off for a directorship of the agitators' firm. When conspiracy is being hatched on the first floor of Ashpole House, by Col. Walter Hey, Col. Robert Hore, Group Captain A. D. Rose, Lt. Gen. Sir John Evert's, and Eric Turner, ex-chairman of Birmingham Small Arms? Why did Britain's four largest banks give these men more than £16,000 in 1973? Are these banks receiving the benefits of the black-listing service provided by the Economic League? is the question. The Economic League is a unique service to industry... collecting data on individual workers who may be politically active, which is passed on to interested management by way of an unlisted telephone number and a computer code number. Even this information is inaccurate, and so the tendency must be to deplore a man of his job on suspicion of his being a communist or whatever. Disturbing if true links can also be made between the activities of the Economic League and those of the Special Branch.

In 1973, John Dettmer, director-general of the League, spoke at a number of courses at Ministry of Defence establishments. Presumably in an attempt to ensure that the military are as well informed as the police...
None of those groups are "legitimate". In a subsequent letter they quote another old comrade as saying Marcus "Graham is a 'pointless' and "insane" character. His words were never meant to be taken seriously."

"New black revolutionaries could write like Alvin "could not know what was...""

"I was out of the rat-race, tucked away comfortable with their hi-fi. ..."

"We have had an unprecedented response in letters from anarchists— such phoneys as the Match editor, to whom we...

"It is understandable that those engaged in building up an industrial union or in propaganda work feel that their work is threatened when any violent action occurs— it compromises them with the police. They often fall into account that to the degree their work is successful, the police can soon enough compromise them if they are not."

"If a 'man wishes to look on the SLA and other pseudo- Leninist organizations (to quote SLA: 'Black Liberation Federation, World Federation of Revolutionaries') as the leaders of the American Revolution, that is one's choice. But he did not say they should be leaders. They did not even say if of themselves. He quoted their statements in their earlier statements.

"It is true that military style fractions in many lands do not advance libertarian socialism. Their insurrections are purely a style of violence against a society that it is impossible to reproduce them in full. It is certainly that going on in the USA."

"We have learned the lesson of the Ghetto. Their elders were...

"The 'sectarian' does not seek, like the Catholic (the opposite term) to impose a dogma to be universally accepted. Having or his own ideas, she or he is able to accept that others have theirs. We cannot reject the heroic deeds of Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht— because their ideas were not ours. "In power they might have been Lenin or Trotsky" But they never were. Perhaps DeFreeze might have been a proletarian ruler. But the cards were stacked against him from the first day. Such actions are..."
During the First World War H.G. Wells coined the phrase "a war to end war" and was very upset at the perpetuation of wars until 1939. He felt that whatever the first world war was about, the liberal politicians were today appreciating the sick laughter was at the false aims end War" was very upset at the fact that nobody stopped laughing left played with the word "anti- left and right who wanted a new war by some reversal of nature they were, fascism" nobody on the right did. The liberal propagandists of 1939-45 were certainly no more clever or adept than those of 1914-19. But they had past mistakes to draw on. So the recent Churchill centenary was almost as potent as ever. There are still people who think Churchill was always an anti-Nazi war ... "Not a positive war to end war - at which everyone laughed afterwards - nor one after which one would build homes fit for heroes - what a laugh this would be now ... but a negative "anti-fascist" war. Well, Hitler was a fascist, wasn't he, and the war was against him!

The list of World War II grows for two reasons. The Left likes it. They need not talk about reversion to the East, to the glory of nationalism and "anti-fascism". The Right can describe Fascist. Engels it is not to "illegal association" but to the "good cause". The police tried pressure and blackmail such as self! Why he fought against fascism, he fought against almost anything the Centre did not approve of, and had it not been for either Churchill on his own or sometimes Our Fathers, we would all have been executed. Hitler had been told Hitler and marching orderly in mass parades or else marches were considered to be movements. That we might have been banned eight more rebellions than we are never ocorred to them for the simple reason that they themselves would have conformed overnight. It must in fairness be acknowledged however, that no Tory MP approved of "anti-fascism", was'the, and the war wasn't a fascist, wasn't he, and the war was against him!

By 1939 there were many on both left and right who wanted a new war or felt it inevitable. But though the left played with the word "anti-fascism" nobody on the right did. No Tory MP approved of "anti-fascism" even in the rare exceptions where they were not pro-fascists. It might be necessary to fight the Germans. But their internal system was their own affair. "We did not write Hitler Kitchener inside Germany. The trouble is he would not stay inside Germany," one ex-

Attitudes & Platitudes

During the First World War H.G. Wells coined the phrase "a war to end war" and was very upset at the perpetuation of wars until 1939. He felt that whatever the first world war was about, the liberal politicians were today appreciating the sick laughter was at the false aims end War" was very upset at the fact that nobody stopped laughing left played'with the word "anti-

Singapore Comrades Told to Leave

From our Spanish correspondent.

The trial of LUIS EDO, DAVID URBANO BERMUDEZ, LUIS DEL BURGO, and JULIO SERRANI was a perfect illustration of Franco's attack on working-class organisation. They were accused of belonging to the CNT (Confedera'

S P O K E

Out our view the case is proved that this was a revolt of the working class against in 1939 . . . "

SLA comments— cont.' from page 9

"Me a fascist?" demands an ultra-

such movements as the SLA are not called into being in Spain. Every dirty trick was played to try to link them to the CNT. But no evidence was produced of this. The SLA undoubtedly belongs). There cannot conceivably be a fascist. Fascist your-

On the contrary, the case is proved that this was a revolt of the working class against in 1939 . . . "

the CNT. But no evidence was produced of this. With what can Edo, Urbano, Burro and Ferras accuse us? According to the law. In a letter smuggled out of the Modelo Prison, they state: "We absolutely deny the accusation. Of that, we are being placed before the Tribunal to make us responsible for deeds in which we did not take part."

The trial can be divided into four stages:

1) First phase: Barcelona 7th July 1974: the BPS (Special branch) arrested eight people. This consisted of militant comrades - one of (internal) non-vio-

the lie a little. We didn't exactly answer everything. . . If he was possibly be a fascist. "Who fought against fascism, didn't he?"

Or sometimes Our Fathers, we would all have been executed. Hitler had been told Hitler and marching orderly in mass parades or else marches were considered to be movements. That we might have been banned eight more rebellions than we are never ocorred to them for the simple reason that they themselves would have conformed overnight. It must in fairness be acknowledged however, that no Tory MP approved of "anti-fascism", was'the, and the war wasn't a fascist, wasn't he, and the war was against him!

By 1939 there were many on both left and right who wanted a new war or felt it inevitable. But though the left played with the word "anti-
The trial was held on Thursday 13th February 1975; it commenced at 9.45 pm and finished at about 8.15 am. At the end of the trial the judge decided that the accused should be turned over to the French police. In respect of the first charge the prosecutor asked the Tribunal to sentence each defendant to five years imprisonment. In addition to his request for turn over for Burro, on the second charge, the oral questioning at the trial was brief. Since the bulk of the evidence is contained in written documents, especially the "summary" provided by the prosecution, each defendant was in turn asked a few questions first by the president of the Tribunal (in a somewhat brusque manner) and then by defence lawyers. The prosecutor then summed up the case, followed by each defence lawyer, arguing for an acquittal.

There were three foreign legal observers present, including myself, who were Yoav Yedida and a well-known French lawyer himself involved in law, in the Alberola case in France, and Francisco Priscopo, of the Milan bar. About 20 to 30 members of the public were present. I also noticed representatives from Pervin and Varna and other public officials, all of whom are from Pervin, centre, of the Bulgarian metal industry. About 20 to 30 members of the public were present. I also noticed representatives from Pervin and Varna and other public officials, all of whom are from Pervin, centre, of the Bulgarian metal industry.

The reason for the comrades’ departure was their attendance at the funeral of Comrade Hussain in Pervin, and collecting funds to erect a memorial to him.

Sacho Galterov, a sculptor, exiled on 25 July 1974 to the village of Lovetutsa in Varna province, later moved to the town of Lukovit, where he died on September 8th 1974, separated from his friends and denied his cultural interests. Sacho was the sculptor who carved the bust of Vassil Vassilev, the great libertarian fighter. He had intended also to create a work on Kamenov, the T.O.P. leader. Sacho Galterov, an accountant from Kamenov, Decio Vassilev, and the great libertarian fighter. He had intended also to create a work on Kamenov, the T.O.P. leader.
Dear Comrades,

The 'April, '9 Committee, an organisation of Uruguayan residents in Buenos Aires which organises support and solidarity with the Uruguayan people, is taking up the initiative taken by the Resistance Committee of Railwayworkers (Uruguay) to secure the release of the comrades (sentenced on 11 July 1973). These comrades were arrested during a union meeting at the Railwayworkers Union Hall. From there they were taken to Penarol Barracks where they were brutally tortured. As a result of 'interrogations' one comrade, Gilberto Coghlan, died and another, Luis Vega, had to be rushed to the hospitalsaved his life. The names of the imprisoned comrades are: Raul Olivera, Luis Raimundo, Oscar Rodriguez, Lucan Pena and Noya Sosa. All are members of the executive of the Railwayworkers Union. Raine this matter with your shop stewards, Local Trade Council and the TUC, and in particular with the Railwayworkers Union.

The prisonised comrades through legal recourse in Uruguay, we must now attempt to organise and co-ordinate as many actions as possible to raise them from jail, even though it may mean the leaving the country. In conjunction with this we ask all comrades throughout the world to do what they can to demonstrate our indignation over the imprisonment of our revolutionary trade union comrades. We ask for solidarity from all comrades.

Comrades: whatever you may do in support of these comrades is of the utmost importance. It is equally important that we know of your campaign here by Montevideo behind the walls of Libertad, Cuartel de Ingenieros, del batallon Florida, Montevideo. The murder of the Comrades behind the walls of Libertad, Cuartel de Ingenieros, del batallon Florida, know that the crimes of the dictatorship do not go unrecorded.

Fraternally,

Buenos Aires 17/12/74

Joe

Uruguayan Residents Committee
Casilla Correo No 2854
Cortes Centro
Buenos Aires, Argentina.

The names of the imprisoned comrades are: Raul Olivera, Luis Raimundo, Oscar Rodriguez, Lucan Pena and Noya Sosa. All are members of the executive of the Railwayworkers Union. Raine this matter with your shop stewards, Local Trade Council and the TUC, and in particular with the Railwayworkers Union.

Dear Comrades:

Another in Italy who deserve some attention from the anarchist side is Gianfranco Bertoli, the one who threw a bomb in Milan last year, and by mistake, four people died. Like the case of Pianca in Italy, the press acted with a conspiracy of silence.

I am translating to the best of my knowledge from an Italian conservative magazine "Ge-te" (people). He states (from the prison of San Vittore) "I am not a fascist. I am a true anarchist. Who more, to offer to overthrow the old tyrannical society and to destroy definitively every form of authoritarian life and to be able to build a world of liberty, free and equal man on the ruin of this old and rotten society?"

With best wishes and regards to all from all.

M. California.

Dear Friends,

Once again Black Flag has lived up to its usual standards of both production and content and certainly is very welcome when it arrives here in the depths of Wolverhampton, - keep it up, and I'll keep up the search for like thinkers in Wolverhampton.

S.B., Wolverhampton.

Chairman

In the Observer (Feb 2) Mr. Chaim Bermant reviews a new book about Jewish radicals in the labour movement seventy or eighty years ago - one he used hardly to go into his schmatzy misrepresentations which are not worth the serious rebuttal (odd how in book review the anarchists are so tame, so mild, so rabbi-like and yet in the sell-name newspapers in which the book reviews appear - so violent, so criminal, so self-confessedly vicious). But that headline again "the gentle anarchists" - has it been flogged to death yet?

Do the journalists read the reviews of the reviewers the "news"?

But the anarchists aren't necessarily gently to Mr Bermant overrate the reviews columns for we learn (Sunday Times 9th Feb) that he is writing a book in the established tradition of "anarchists go into their shameless fables of the time and re-writing them he is doing the same as Emmanoel Livinoff in his novel on Sidney Street (reviewed in those columns; characterized as one of a trilogy). Why do Mr Bermant and Mr. Litvinoff - both claiming to be Jewish themselves - do this? Because the professional writer of today would like to become nationalistic in their respective countries, than in continuing their guerrilla actions. The group responsible for the recent shootings we are told by the Times "seem to be set on discrediting both."

So who then is responsible?

Scotland Yard and the Times would obviously like to construct a big conspiracy or other to try and finish what they started with the Angry Brigade. But who has more to gain from continuing the stupidity of English/Irish hatred? If the IRA succeed in realising their governmental ambitions, those right wing authoritarians and nationalists in Ireland and England who thrive on dividing the working class with their own brands of fascism will be left out in the cold, passing into the wind.

Nobody can know for certain who is the phantom machine-gunner, but perhaps we shouldn't assume that ALL the guns are in the hands of opponents of the establishment.

Terry Wrist.

ANSWERS TO QUIZ

1. Frank Leech (who edited "Solidarity" and "Fighting Call" who spoke to meetings of fewer than a thousand a week after week for years.

2. When (supposedly at the height of his triumphs as a faciist leader) Sir Oswald arrived at Glasgow, the police asked him to leave by the next train as they could not control the crowds surrounding the railway station, waiting to hear him to piece. "Hooligan managed on that day to get the whole of the Glasgow working class united and even the Orange boys and the (Catholic) Mick's were standing together waiting to see their ships and their broken bottles at the same enemy," said Frank.

3. J.B. Priestley. (He becamediscouraged when he found that Marxian-Leninist, went into the "massmovement" and so Herbert Read had got to the same idea first).

4. Sir William Lawther. Convinced by Lenin that anarchists meant petty bourgeois opportunism he denounced the family tradition of libertarian militancy, because a monk of St. Andrew's into the "mass movement" and so finished up in knee-breeches, garter and star as a Prvacy Counsellor to Her Majesty, one of the many causes of the book "State and Revolution".

5. Wrong if they suppose the Government couldn't do before. This very instance happened in Glasgow during the World War II when militaries were deported to Edinburgh and nowhere else when not impressed.

The Agitatron (from p.7)

Like the Trots, the industrialists vie with each other, each claiming to be the true guardian of private enterprise, and so W.H. Whitbread among the Alm of Industry vanguard, but Brigadiers Taylor and Wedderburn-Maxwell among the joint managing committee of Common Cause, rubbish the gathered shoulders with their retired Air Chief Marshall Sir Theodore McKee (from Chief of Staff Allied Air Force in central Europe) and retired Air Vice-Marshal N. C. Olgivie-Forbes (once An Attache in Moscow, and former Assistant Chief of Air Staff - intelligence). Only Walter Walker and David Stirling appear to be AWOL - or are they? M.E.